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1. Introduction
Designed for convenient and easy operation, the RexallTM/MC Premium Plus blood pressure monitor provides a 
simple, yet accurate method to measure your blood pressure.

Your blood pressure is an important parameter that can be used to monitor your health. This device enables you 
to monitor your blood pressure regularly, and maintain a record of your blood pressure measurements. You can 
then use this record to assist your physician in diagnosing and maintaining a healthy blood pressure level.

1.1. Features
The monitor is a fully automatic digital blood pressure measuring device with a unique fuzzy logic technology 
and a large LCD screen. It can store up to 120 blood pressure readings for each of the 2 users.

It provides a fast and reliable measurement of systolic and diastolic blood pressure as well as heart rate using 
the oscillometric measurement method.

PAD - Pulse Arrythmia Detection Technology displays pulse irregularities detected during a 
blood pressure reading. However, if the PAD symbol  appears on a regular basis (e.g. 
several times a week with measurement taken daily), we advise you to consult your doctor.

s�� Hypertension Classification Indicator displays the range between which your blood pressure values lie.

s�� Memory Feature can store 120 blood pressure readings for 1 user with time and date.

Blood pressure measurement devices improve technological advances. Likewise, the standards for validating these 
devices as accurate are also improving. Various standards exist globally to gauge the accuracy of blood pressure 
measurement devices. Those with a Gold rating meet the highest and most current international standards.

This device is easy to use and has been proven in clinical studies to provide excellent accuracy. Before using the 
blood pressure monitor, read this instruction manual carefully and keep it in a safe place.

1.2 Important Information
Refer to the following sections to learn about important safety instructions and how to take care of the  
RexallTM/MC Premium Plus blood pressure monitor.

1.2A Safety Information
s� 3ELFMEASUREMENT�MEANS�CONTROL��NOT�DIAGNOSIS�OR�TREATMENT��9OUR�VALUES�MUST�ALWAYS�BE�DISCUSSED�WITH�

your doctor or a physician who is familiar with your family history.

s� �)F�YOU�ARE�UNDERGOING�MEDICAL�TREATMENT�AND�RECEIVING�MEDICATION��CONSULT�YOUR�DOCTOR�TO�DETERMINE�THE�
most appropriate time to measure your blood pressure. Never alter the dosages of any medication without 
direction from your doctor.

s�� 9OUR�BLOOD�PRESSURE�DEPENDS�ON�SEVERAL�FACTORS��SUCH�AS�AGE��GENDER��WEIGHT�AND�PHYSICAL�CONDITION��)T�ALSO�
depends on the environment and your state of mind at the time of measurement. In general, your blood 
pressure is lower when you are asleep and higher when you are active. Your blood pressure may be higher 
when recorded at a hospital or a clinic and may be lower when measured in the relaxing comfort of your 
home. Due to these variations, we recommend that you record your blood pressure regularly at home as 
well as at your doctor’s clinic.

s� 4RY�TO�RECORD�YOUR�BLOOD�PRESSURE�REGULARLY�AT�THE�SAME�TIME�OF�THE�DAY�AND�UNDER�THE�SAME�CONDITIONS�4HIS�
will help your physician detect any extreme variations in your blood pressure and thus treat you accordingly.



s�� -ORNING�(YPERTENSION�������������MM�(G	��2ECENTLY��SEVERAL�STUDIES�HAVE�IDENTIlED�ELEVATED�CARDIOVASCULAR�
risks (heart failure, stroke, angina) associated with “morning hypertension”. There is a typical rise in blood 
pressure during the physiological changes from sleep to arising for the day.

s�� 4HE�IDEAL�TIME�TO�MEASURE�YOUR�BLOOD�PRESSURE�IS�IN�THE�MORNING�JUST�AFTER�YOU�WAKE�UP��BEFORE�BREAKFAST�
and any physical activity, and in the absence of the urge to urinate. If this is not possible, try to take the 
measurements later in the morning, before you start any physical activity. Relax for a few minutes before 
you record your blood pressure.

s�� 9OUR�BLOOD�PRESSURE�INCREASES�OR�DECREASES�UNDER�THE�FOLLOWING�CIRCUMSTANCES�

� "LOOD�PRESSURE�IS�HIGHER�THAN�NORMAL�

  — when you are excited, nervous, or tense

  — while taking a bath

  — during and after exercise or strenuous physical activity

  — when it is cold

  — within one hour after meals

  — after drinking tea, coffee, or other caffeinated drinks

  — after smoking tobacco

  — when your bladder is full

� "LOOD�PRESSURE�IS�LOWER�THAN�NORMAL�

  — after consuming alcohol

  — after taking a bath

s�� 4HE�PULSE�DISPLAY�IS�NOT�SUITABLE�FOR�CHECKING�THE�FREQUENCY�OF�HEART�PACEMAKERS�

s�� )F�YOU�HAVE�BEEN�DIAGNOSED�WITH�A�SEVERE�ARRHYTHMIA�OR�IRREGULAR�HEARTBEAT��VASCULAR�CONSTRICTION��LIVER�
disorder or diabetes, have a cardiac pacemaker, or are pregnant, measurements made with this instrument 
should only be evaluated after consultation with your doctor.

s�� 4AKE�CARE�WHILE�HANDLING�THE�BATTERIES�IN�THE�DEVICE��)NCORRECT�USAGE�MAY�CAUSE�BATTERY�mUID�LEAKAGE�

� 4O�PREVENT�SUCH�ACCIDENTS��REFER�TO�THE�FOLLOWING�INSTRUCTIONS�

  — Insert batteries with the correct polarity.

  — Turn off power after use. Remove and store the batteries if you are not planning to use the   
       device for an extended period of time.

  — Do not mix different types, brands, or sizes of batteries. This may cause damage to the product.

  — Do not mix old and new batteries.

  — Remove batteries and dispose of them according to the proper regulations in your area.

  — Do not�DISASSEMBLE�BATTERIES�OR�EXPOSE�THEM�TO�HEAT�OR�lRE�

  — Do not short circuit the batteries.

  — Do not use rechargeable batteries.



1.2B Care of the Device
&OR�PROLONGED�LIFE�OF�YOUR�BLOOD�PRESSURE�MONITOR��NOTE�THE�FOLLOWING�INSTRUCTIONS�

s�� Do not�DROP�OR�BANG�THE�UNIT��0REVENT�SUDDEN�JERKS��JARS�OR�SHOCKS�TO�THE�DEVICE�TO�PREVENT�DAMAGE�

s�� Do not�INSERT�ANY�FOREIGN�OBJECTS�IN�ANY�DEVICE�OPENINGS�OR�VENTS�

s�� Do not disassemble the unit.

s�� )F�THE�UNIT�HAS�BEEN�STORED�AT�VERY�LOW�OR�FREEZING�TEMPERATURES��ALLOW�TO�REACH�ROOM�TEMPERATURE�BEFORE�
using it.

s�� Do not store the unit in direct sunlight, high humidity or in places with a lot of dust.

s�� #LEAN�THE�DEVICE�WITH�A�SOFT�DRY�CLOTH��Do not use gasoline, thinner or similar solvents. 
Carefully remove spots on the cuff with a damp cloth and soap. Do not wash the cuff.

1.3 About Blood Pressure
Your blood pressure level is determined in the circulatory center of your brain. Your nervous system allows your 
body to adapt or alter blood pressure in response to different situations. Your body alters your pulse or heart rate 
and the width of blood vessels through changes in muscles in the walls of blood vessels.

9OUR�BLOOD�PRESSURE�READING�IS�HIGHEST�WHEN�YOUR�HEART�PUMPS�OR�EJECTS�BLOOD��4HIS�STAGE�IS�CALLED�YOUR�SYSTOLIC�
blood pressure.

Your blood pressure is lowest when the heart rests (in between beats). This is called your diastolic blood 
pressure.

It is critical to maintain blood pressure values within a “normal” range in order to prevent cardiovascular 
DISEASES��)NCREASED�BLOOD�PRESSURE�VALUES��VARIOUS�FORMS�OF�HYPERTENSION	�HAVE�ASSOCIATED�LONG�AND�MEDIUM
term health risks. These risks concern the arterial blood vessels of your body, which are endangered due to 
CONSTRICTION�CAUSED�BY�DEPOSITS�IN�THE�VESSEL�WALLS��ARTERIOSCLEROSIS	��!�DElCIENT�SUPPLY�OF�BLOOD�TO�IMPORTANT�
organs (heart, brain, muscles) can be the result. Furthermore, with long term increased blood pressure values, 
the heart will become structurally damaged.

There are many different causes of the appearance of high blood pressure. We differentiate between common 
PRIMARY��ESSENTIAL	�HYPERTENSION��AND�SECONDARY�HYPERTENSION��4HE�LATTER�GROUP�CAN�BE�ATTRIBUTED�TO�SPECIlC�
organic malfunctions. Please consult your doctor for information about the possible origins of your own 
increased blood pressure values.

1.4. Normal Blood Pressure Values
"LOOD�PRESSURE�IS�TOO�HIGH�WHEN�MEASURING�AT�HOME�AND�YOU�HAVE�RESTED��THE�DIASTOLIC�PRESSURE�IS�ABOVE����
MM(G�OR�THE�SYSTOLIC�BLOOD�PRESSURE�IS�OVER�����MM(G��)F�YOU�OBTAIN�READINGS�IN�THIS�RANGE��CONSULT�YOUR�DOCTOR�
immediately. High blood pressure values over time can damage blood vessels, vital organs such as the kidney, 
and your heart.

7ITH�BLOOD�PRESSURE�VALUES�THAT�ARE�TOO�LOW��I�E���SYSTOLIC�VALUES�UNDER�����MM(G�OR�DIASTOLIC�VALUES�UNDER����
mmHg), consult with your doctor.



Systolic Diastolic Comment

Below 120 Less than 
�� This range is considered “Normal” and ideal

�������� ���n���
This range is considered “Pre-hypertensionv��$ISCUSS�WITH�YOUR�HEALTH�
CARE�PROFESSIONAL��,IFESTYLE�MODIlCATIONS�MAYBE�REQUIRED�TO�AVOID�
advancing into hypertension.

����n���� ������
This is in the hypertension range. Discuss with your health care 
PROFESSIONAL��-EDICATION�S	�AND�LIFESTYLE�MODIlCATIONS�ARE�TYPICAL�
treatments.

����AND�
higher 100 + Discuss with your medical professional, medication(s) and lifestyle 

MODIlCATIONS�ARE�NECESSARY�TO�CONTROL�YOUR�HYPERTENSION

Adopted From: Understanding and Managing your blood pressure; Hypertension Canada.

Note: A diagnosis of high blood pressure must be confirmed with a medical professional. A 
doctor should evaluate any unusual blood pressure readings. Additionally, lower targets may 
be appropriate for some populations such as African-Americans, the elderly, or patients with 
underlying issues such as diabetes mellitus or chronic kidney disease.

Important for Canadians:

* Hypertension measured at home ≥ 135/85

* Hypertension measured at a physician’s office ≥ 140/90

* Hypertension measured at a physician’s office for a diabetic patient ≥ 130/80

1.5 Common Blood Pressure Questions and Answers
a)  Why is my blood pressure reading always different?

� 9OUR�BLOOD�PRESSURE�CHANGES�CONSTANTLY��)T�IS�QUITE�NORMAL�FOR�BLOOD�PRESSURE�TO�mUCTUATE�SIGNIlCANTLY�����
MM(G�TO����MM(G	�THROUGHOUT�THE�DAY��"LOOD�PRESSURE�IS�NORMALLY�LOWEST�AT�NIGHT��BUT�INCREASES�DURING�
waking hours when the stress and activities of everyday life are highest.
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Your blood pressure also increases and decreases under the following circumstances

"LOOD�PRESSURE�IS�HIGHER�THAN�NORMAL�

s�� WHEN�YOU�ARE�EXCITED��NERVOUS��OR�TENSE
s� WHILE�TAKING�A�BATH
s�� DURING�AND�AFTER�EXERCISE�OR�STRENUOUS�PHYSICAL�ACTIVITY
s�� WHEN�IT�IS�COLD
s�� WITHIN�ONE�HOUR�AFTER�MEALS
s�� AFTER�DRINKING�TEA��COFFEE��OR�OTHER�CAFFEINATED�DRINKS
s�� AFTER�SMOKING�TOBACCO
s� WHEN�YOUR�BLADDER�IS�FULL

"LOOD�PRESSURE�IS�LOWER�THAN�NORMAL�
s�� AFTER�CONSUMING�ALCOHOL
s�� AFTER�TAKING�A�BATH

b)  Why is the doctor’s reading different from the reading taken at home?

 Your blood pressure can vary due to the environment (temperature, nervous condition). When measuring 
BLOOD�PRESSURE�AT�THE�DOCTOR�S�OFlCE��IT�IS�POSSIBLE�FOR�BLOOD�PRESSURE�TO�INCREASE�DUE�TO�ANXIETY�AND�TENSION�

c)  Why should I monitor blood pressure at home?

 One or two readings will not provide a true indication of your normal blood pressure. It is important to take 
regular, daily measurements and to keep records over a period of time. This information can be used to 
assist your physician in diagnosing and preventing potential health problems.

2. Getting Started
2.1 About the blood pressure monitor
This section describes the various components of the monitor

#UFF�3OCKET

Battery Compartment

!#�!DAPTER�3OCKET

,#$�3CREEN

53"�3OCKET

Time/Date and OK 
Button

/.�/&&�3TART�"UTTON

Memory Recall and 
Advance Button



Item Function

,#$�3CREEN Recorded blood pressure, heart rate and time are displayed here.

!#�$#�3OCKET Connect to adapter.

Memory Button Press to view the previously recorded data.

3TART�3TOP�"UTTON��  Press to start or stop recording your blood pressure.

Time Button  Press to set or view current date and time or to change the user.

Cuff Connection Connect to the upper arm cuff here and place the cuff around your arm to 
measure your blood pressure.

Battery Compartment Insert the four “AA” batteries here.

Arm Cuff 7IDE�RANGE�CUFF�FOR�ARM�CIRCUMFERENCE������CM�

2.2 About the LCD Screen
The LCD screen displays the systolic and diastolic blood pressure measurements along with your heart rate. It 
also displays previously recorded measurements, the date and time, when the appropriate button is pressed.

User

Memory
Irregular Heartbeat

Low Battery

Heartbeat during 
measurement

Time

3YSTOLIC�BLOOD�
pressure (mmHg)

Diastolic blood 
pressure (mmHg)

Pulse rate 
(beats/minute)

2.3 Inserting the Batteries
Follow these steps to insert the four “AA” batteries in the device.

1.  Open the battery compartment cover in the direction shown.
2.  Insert the four “AA” batteries with the correct polarity as indicated.
���� 2EPLACE�THE�BATTERY�COMPARTMENT�COVER�



3. Using the Device
4HIS�SECTION�DESCRIBES�HOW�TO�GET�THE�MAXIMUM�BENElT�FROM�YOUR�MONITOR�BLOOD�PRESSURE�
monitor. Follow the instructions carefully to get an accurate measurement of your blood 
pressure and pulse rate.

3.1 Setting the Time and Date
7HEN�YOU�INSERT�THE�BATTERIES�FOR�THE�lRST�TIME��SEE�h)NSERTING�THE�BATTERIESv	��THE�MONITOR�
PROMPTS�YOU�TO�SET�THE�CURRENT�DATE�AND�TIME��9OU�CAN�ALSO�ADJUST�THE�DATE�AND�TIME�AT�ANY�
time by pressing and holding down the �BUTTON�FOR�OVER���SECONDS��&OLLOW�THESE�STEPS�TO�SET�
THE�DATE�AND�TIME�

���� 7HEN�YOU�REPLACE�THE�BATTERIES��THE�,#$�SCREEN�STARTS�mASHING�THE�CURRENT�YEAR�
setting. Press the �BUTTON�REPEATEDLY�TO�ADJUST�THE�YEAR�AND�THEN�PRESS�THE�  
BUTTON�TO�CONlRM�THE�SETTING�

���� .EXT��THE�SCREEN�STARTS�mASHING�THE�MONTH�AND�DATE�SETTING��0RESS�THE�  button 
repeatedly to set the month, press the  button to change to the date and press 
the  button repeatedly to set it, and then press the �BUTTON�TO�CONlRM�THE�
settings.

���� ,ASTLY��THE�SCREEN�STARTS�mASHING�THE�HOUR�AND�MINUTE�VALUES��0RESS�THE�  button 
repeatedly to set the hour, press the  button to change to the minutes and press 
the  button repeatedly to set them, and then press the �BUTTON�TO�CONlRM�THE�
settings.

3.2 Selecting the User
This blood pressure monitor is designed to store 120 measurements for each of two 
users. Before taking a measurement, be certain that the correct user has been selected.

a)  Press the  button.  The user icon in the upper left corner of the LCD screen will change 
from User 1 to User 2. Press the  button again to toggle between users.

3.3 Obtaining Accurate Measurements
Your blood pressure can vary based on numerous factors, physiological conditions and your surroundings. Follow 
these guidelines to obtain accurate and error free measurements of your blood pressure and pulse rate.

TIME

MONTH-DATE



3.3A Tips on Taking Accurate Measurements
In morning before breakfast, 2 
hours after  dinner, before taking 
medication.

Avoid coffee and smoking within the 
HOUR��AND�NO��EXERCISE����MINUTES�
before measuring. 

Do not speak while taking the 
measurement. 

3IT�WITH�LEGS�UNCROSSED��SO�AS�NOT�TO�
RESTRICT�BLOOD�mOW��

Empty bladder (if necessary).

2EST�QUIETLY�FOR���MINUTES��
Remain calm and quiet while  the 
measurement is in process. 

Take measurements on the  non 
dominant arm.

3IT�WITH�BACK�SUPPORTED�AND�
measurement arm resting on a table. 
3IT�WITH�FEET�mAT�ON�THE�mOOR���

Ensure that the BP monitor is level 
with the heart while the arm is 
supported on the table. 

2EPRINTED�BY�PERMISSION�OF�")/3�$IAGNOSTICS�

3.3B Common Sources of Error
All efforts by the patient to support the arm can increase the blood pressure. Make sure you are in a 
comfortable, relaxed position and do not activate any of the muscles in the measurement arm during the 
measurement. Use a cushion for support if necessary.

ATTENTION
Comparable blood pressure measurements always require the same conditions with a peaceful 
and calm environment. Ensure that you take measurements under the same conditions to obtain an 
accurate estimate of blood pressure variation patterns.

s� )F�THE�ARM�ARTERY�LIES�CONSIDERABLY�LOWER�OR�HIGHER�THAN�THE�HEART��AN�ERRONEOUS�VALUE�OF�BLOOD�PRESSURE�IS�
MEASURED��%ACH����CM�DIFFERENCE�IN�HEIGHT�RESULTS�IN�A�MEASUREMENT�ERROR�OF����MM(G�

s�� !�LOOSE�CUFF�CAUSES�FALSE�MEASUREMENT�VALUES�
s�� 7ITH�REPEATED�MEASUREMENTS��BLOOD�ACCUMULATES�IN�THE�ARM��WHICH�CAN�LEAD�TO�FALSE�RESULTS��#ONSECUTIVE�

BLOOD�PRESSURE�MEASUREMENTS�SHOULD�BE�REPEATED�AFTER�AT�LEAST�A���SECOND�PAUSE�OR�AFTER�THE�ARM�HAS�
BEEN�HELD�UP�IN�ORDER�TO�ALLOW�THE�ACCUMULATED�BLOOD�TO�mOW�AWAY�

3.3C Fitting the Cuff
A	�� 0ASS�THE�END�OF�THE�CUFF�THROUGH�THE�mAT�METAL�RING�SO�THAT�A�LOOP�IS�FORMED��4HE�

closure must be facing outward. (Ignore this step if the cuff has already been 
prepared.)

b)  Wrap the cuff around your bare upper left arm. The rubber tube should be on 
the inside of your arm extending downward to your hand.



c)  Lay the cuff on the arm as illustrated. Make certain that the lower edge of the cuff 
LIES�APPROXIMATELY��v�TO��v����TO���CM	�ABOVE�THE�ELBOW�

 Important: The small white arrow (Artery Mark) on the cuff must lie exactly 
over the artery which runs down the inner side of the arm.

d)  Tighten the cuff by pulling the end and close the cuff.

e)  There should be little free space between the arm and cuff. You 
SHOULD�BE�ABLE�TO�lT���lNGERS�BETWEEN�YOUR�ARM�AND�THE�CUFF��
Clothing must not restrict the arm. If any piece of clothing does, it 
MUST�BE�REMOVED��)F�THE�CUFF�DOES�NOT�lT�PROPERLY��YOU�WILL�GET�A�FALSE�
measurement values. Measure your arm circumference if you are not 
SURE�OF�PROPER�lT�

f)  Lay your arm on a table (palm upward) so the cuff is at the same height 
as your heart. Make sure the tube is not kinked.

G	�� 2EMAIN�SEATED�QUIETLY�FOR�AT�LEAST���MINUTES�BEFORE�YOU�BEGIN�THE�
measurement.

h)  For those who cannot put the cuff on the left arm, put it on the right arm as 
shown.

i) Consecutive measurements will cause blood accumulation in the lower arm 
which will affect the measuring results. To improve reading accuracy, raise 
the arm being measured, squeeze and relax your hand several times, then 
take another measurement. Another option is to take the cuff off and wait at 
LEAST���MINUTES�BEFORE�REPEATING�MEASUREMENT�

J	� )F�THIS�DEVICE�WAS�STORED�IN�LOW�TEMPERATURE��IT�IS�NECESSARY�TO�LEAVE�IT�IN�
room temperature for at least 1 hour, otherwise the measurement can be 
inaccurate.

Comment:
Continue to use the same arm for comparisons.  It is not unusual for there to be a difference in blood pressure 
between arms.

Comparable blood pressure measurements always require the same conditions (relax for several minutes before 
taking a measurement).

Cuff on
right arm

�n��CMLeft arm

tube



3.4 Measuring Your Blood Pressure
After following the guidelines described in the previous section and placing the cuff around your upper arm, you 
are now ready to measure your blood pressure. Follow these steps to record your
measurement.

1.  Press the  button to turn on the device and start measurement. The LCD screen is turned on. The cuff 
BEGINS�TO�INmATE�WHILE�THE�INCREASING�CUFF�PRESSURE�IS�DISPLAYED�ON�THE�SCREEN��!FTER�THE�SUITABLE�INmATION�
PRESSURE�IS�REACHED��THE�CUFF�STOPS�INmATING�AND�THE�PRESSURE�GRADUALLY�FALLS��!�LONG�BEEP�SOUNDS�WHEN�THE�
measurement is completed. The systolic and diastolic blood pressure values along with the pulse rate are

� DISPLAYED�ON�THE�SCREEN��4HE�MEASUREMENT�IS�DISPLAYED�FOR�APPROXIMATELY���MINUTES�

���� 3WITCH�OFF�THE�DEVICE�BY�PRESSING�THE� �BUTTON�TO�PRESERVE�THE�BATTERIES��)F�NO�BUTTON�IS�PRESSED�FOR���
minutes, the instrument switches the display off.

 Note : When the device is off it will still display the time and user icon.

3.5 PAD - Pulse Arrythmia Detection Feature
This symbol  indicates that certain pulse irregularities were detected during the measurement. In this case, 
THE�RESULT�MAY�DEVIATE�FROM�YOUR�NORMAL�BASAL�BLOOD�PRESSURE�n�REPEAT�THE�MEASUREMENT��)N�MOST�CASES��THIS�IS�
no cause for concern. However, if the PAD symbol appears on a regular basis (e.g. several times a week with
measurement taken daily), we advise you to consult your doctor.
0LEASE�SHOW�YOUR�DOCTOR�THE�FOLLOWING�EXPLANATION�
Information for the doctor on frequent appearance of the Pulse Arrythmia Heartbeat Symbol
This instrument is an oscillometric blood pressure monitor device that also analyzes pulse frequency during 
measurement. The instrument is clinically tested.

If pulse irregularities occur during measurement, the irregular heartbeat symbol is displayed after the 
measurement. If the symbol appears more frequently (e.g. several times per week on measurements performed 
daily) or if it suddenly appears more often than usual, we recommend the patient seek medical advice.

The instrument does not replace a cardiac examination, but serves to detect pulse irregularities at an early 
stage.

3.6 Hypertension Classification Indicator
The bars on the left hand edge of the display show you the range within which the indicated blood pressure 
values lies. Depending on the height of the bar, the readout value is either within the normal (green), borderline 
(yellow) or danger (red) range.

4HE�CLASSIlCATION�IS�BASED�ON�STANDARDS�ADOPTED�FROM�7(/��7ORLD�(EALTH�/RGANIZATION	��WHICH�IS�RECOGNIZED�BY�
Hypertension Canada.

2EFER�TO�THE�CHART�BELOW�FOR�DETAILS�OF�THE�CLASSIlCATION�
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The indicator bar raises according to your measurement.
s�� )F�YOUR�MEASUREMENT�HAS�ONLY�ONE�OR�TWO�BARS��YOUR�MEASUREMENT�IS�IN�THE�GREEN�ZONE��OR�h.ORMALv�

according to National Institute of Health (NIH) standards.
s�� )F�YOUR�MEASUREMENT�HAS�THREE�BARS��IT�IS�IN�THE�YELLOW�ZONE��OR�h0RE(YPERTENSIONv�ACCORDING�TO�.)(�

STANDARDS��OR�HIGH�NORMAL�ACCORDING�TO�THE�7(/�CLASSIlCATION�
s�� )F�YOUR�MEASUREMENT�HAS�FOUR�BARS��IT�IS�IN�THE�ORANGE�h3TAGE���(YPERTENSIONv�ZONE�
s�� )F�YOUR�MEASUREMENT�HAS�lVE�BARS��IT�IS�IN�THE�RED�h3TAGE���(YPERTENSIONv�ZONE�
s�� )F�YOUR�MEASUREMENT�HAS�SIX�BARS��IT�IS�IN�THE�RED�h3TAGE���(YPERTENSIONv�ZONE�



3.7 Viewing Previously Recorded Values
The blood pressure monitor automatically stores your measurements with time and 
date. It can store up to 120 measurements for each of the 2 users. When more than 
120 measurements are made, the oldest readings are deleted for that particular user 
to make space for the new ones.

To view the previously stored values, press the  button. The last measurement is 
displayed. The date and time of the measurement are also displayed with the reading. Press 
the  button repeatedly to view all the measurements that are recorded on the device.

Note: Blood pressure measurements are not stored when an error is 
encountered during measurement.

3.8 Clearing All Values
If you are sure that you want to permanently remove all stored values, hold down the  button (the instrument 
must have been switched off before hand) until the “CL” appears and then release the button. If you do not want 
to clear the values, press the  button. To permanently clear the memory, press the  button while “CL” is 
mASHING��)NDIVIDUAL�VALUES�CANNOT�BE�CLEARED�

3.9 Discontinuing a Measurement
If it is necessary to interrupt a blood pressure measurement for any reason (e.g. 
the patient feels unwell), the  button can be pressed at any time. The device then 
immediately lowers the cuff pressure automatically.

3.10 Using the AC Adapter (Included)
9OU�MAY�ALSO�OPERATE�THIS�MONITOR�USING�THE�INCLUDED�!#�!DAPTER��OUTPUT��6�$#�����
mA with DIN plug). Use only the included AC Adapter to avoid damaging the unit.

1.  Ensure that the AC Adapter and cable are not damaged.
2.  Plug the adapter cable into the AC Adapter port on the blood pressure monitor.
���� 0LUG�THE�ADAPTER�INTO�YOUR�ELECTRICAL�OUTLET��7HEN�THE�!#�ADAPTER�IS�CONNECTED��

no battery current is consumed. Note: No power is taken from the batteries while 
the AC adapter is connected to the monitor. If electrical power is interrupted, 
(e.g., by accidentally removing the AC adapter from the outlet), the monitor must 
be reset by removing the plug from the socket and reinserting the AC adapter 
connection.

4. Software Functions
This unit can be used in connection with your personal computer 
(PC) running the PC Link Blood Pressure Analyzer software. Your PC 
WILL�ALLOW�A�CAPACITY�OF�MONITORING����PATIENTS��EACH�WITH������DATA�
�NOTE��OVERUSE�WILL�LOWER�SYSTEM�EFlCIENCY	��4HE�MEMORY�DATA�CAN�BE�
TRANSFERRED�TO�THE�0#�BY�CONNECTING�THE�MONITOR�VIA�THE�INCLUDED�53"�
cable with your PC.



4.1. Installation and Data Transmission
a)  Insert CD into CD ROM drive of your PC. The installation will start automatically. If not, 

CLICK�ON�3%450�%8%�
B	�� #ONNECT�THE�MONITOR�VIA�53"�CABLE�WITH�THE�0#��4HREE�HORIZONTAL�BARS�WILL�APPEAR�ON�THE�

DISPLAY�AND�LAST�FOR���SECONDS�

C	�� 4HE�BARS�WILL�THEN�mASH�TO�INDICATE�THAT�THE�CONNECTION�BETWEEN�COMPUTER�AND�DEVICE�IS�
SUCCESSFULLY�MADE��!S�LONG�AS�THE�CABLE�IS�PLUGGED�IN��THE�BARS�WILL�KEEP�mASHING�AND�THE�
buttons are disabled.

During the connection, the device is completely controlled by the computer.

5. Error Messages / Mallfunctions
If an error occurs during a measurement, a long beep followed by two short beeps is generated and the LCD 
displays the corresponding error code.

Error Problem Solution

Err 1 No pulse has been detected Ensure that the cuff is being worn correctly, and 
that you have your arm at the heart level.

Err 2
5NNATURAL�PRESSURE�IMPULSES�INmUENCE�THE�
MEASUREMENT�RESULT��2EASON��4HE�ARM�MOVED�
during the measurement.

Ensure that the cuff is being worn correctly.

Err 3 4HE�INmATION�OF�THE�CUFF�TAKES�TOO�LONG��4HE�
cuff is not correctly seated.

Ensure that the cuff is being worn correctly and 
THAT�YOU�HAVE�BEEN�INACTIVE�FOR�A�SUFlCIENT�TIME�
before making the measurement.

Err 5
The difference between systolic pressure 
and diastolic pressure is too far away from 
acceptable and reasonable range.

Ensure that the cuff is being worn correctly and 
THAT�YOU�HAVE�BEEN�INACTIVE�FOR�A�SUFlCIENT�TIME�
before making the measurement.

Low battery Replace batteries.

Hi #UFF�PRESSURE�IS�OVER�����MM(G�
Ensure that the cuff is worn correctly and measure 
again. Avoid movement or talking when the cuff is 
BEING�INmATED�

Lo Pulse below 40 is detected. Ensure that the cuff is worn correctly.

If problems occur when using the device the following points should be checked, and if necessary, the 
corresponding measures should be taken.



Malfunction Solution

The display remains empty when the device is 
switched on. The batteries are inserted.

1.  Check batteries for correct polarity.
���� )F�THE�DISPLAY�IS�UNUSUAL��REINSERT�THE�BATTERIES�OR�

exchange them for new ones.

The pressure does not rise even though the pump is 
running.

Check the connection of the cuff tube and connect 
properly if necessary.

The device frequently fails to measure the blood 
pressure values, or the values measured are too low 
or too high.

1.  Check the positioning of the cuff.
2.  Measure the blood pressure again, ensuring that 

YOU�HAVE�REMAINED�MOTIONLESS�FOR�A�SUFlCIENT�
amount of time to ensure an accurate reading.

Every measurement produces varying results 
although the instrument functions normally and the 
values displayed are normal.

.OTE�THAT�BLOOD�PRESSURE�mUCTUATES�CONTINUOUSLY��
therefore measurements will show some variability.

Blood pressure values measured differ from those 
measured by the doctor.

Record the daily development of the values and 
consult your doctor.
Note: Individuals visiting their doctor frequently 
experience anxiety which can result in a higher blood 
pressure reading than at home.

6. Care and Maintenance
a)  Do not expose the device to either extreme temperatures, humidity, dust or 

direct sunlight.

B	�� 4HE�CUFF�CONTAINS�A�SENSITIVE�AIRTIGHT�BUBBLE��(ANDLE�THIS�CAREFULLY�AND�AVOID�ALL�
types of stress through twisting or buckling.

c)  Clean the device with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use gas, thinners or similar 
SOLVENTS��3POTS�ON�THE�CUFF�CAN�BE�REMOVED�CAREFULLY�WITH�A�DAMP�CLOTH�AND�
soapsuds. The cuff with bladder must not be washed in a dishwasher, clothes 
washer, or submerged in water.

d)  Handle the tube carefully. Do not pull on it. Do not allow the tubing to kink and 
keep it away from sharp edges.

e)  Do not drop the monitor or treat it roughly in any way. Avoid strong vibrations.

f)  Never open the monitor. This voids the manufacturer’s warranty.

g)  Batteries and electronic instruments must be disposed of in accordance with the 
locally applicable regulations, not with domestic waste.



7. Lifetime Guarantee
RexallTM/MC blood pressure monitors have a lifetime warranty to be free of manufacturing defects for the life of 
THE�ORIGINAL�OWNER��4HIS�WARRANTY�DOES�NOT�INCLUDE�THE�INmATION�SYSTEM�INCLUDING�THE�CUFF�AND�INmATION�BLADDER��
The cuff is warranted for two years. The warranty does not cover damage from misuse or tampering. 
If you have questions regarding the operation of your monitor call the 
Blood Pressure Hotline: 1-866-536-2289

3HOULD�REPAIR�BE�NECESSARY��RETURN�THE�UNIT�WITH�ALL�COMPONENT�PIECES��%NCLOSE�PROOF�OF�PURCHASE�AND�������FOR�
RETURN�SHIPPING�AND�INSURANCE��3HIP�THE�UNIT�PREPAID�AND�INSURED��AT�OWNERS�OPTION	�TO�

")/3�-EDICAL
������,ESLIE�3TREET
.EWMARKET��/.�,�9��!�
MADE IN CHINA

0LEASE�INCLUDE�YOUR�NAME��RETURN�ADDRESS��PHONE�NUMBER��AND�EMAIL�ADDRESS��")/3�-EDICAL�WILL�REPAIR�OR�
REPLACE��AT�")/3�-EDICAL�S�DISCRETION	�FREE�OF�CHARGE�ANY�PARTS�NECESSARY�TO�CORRECT�THE�DEFECT�IN�MATERIAL�OR�
workmanship.

Please allow 10 days for repair and return shipping.

8. Reference of Standards
Device standard:    Device corresponds to the requirements of the
� � � � STANDARD�FOR�NONINVASIVE�BLOOD�PRESSURE�MONITORS�
� � � � !!-)�!.3)�30��
� � � � )%#�������
� � � � )%#��������
� � � � %.������
� � � � %.������
� � � � %.������
Electromagnetic compatibility: � � $EVICE�FULlLLS�THE�STIPULATIONS�OF�THE�)NTERNATIONAL
� � � � STANDARD�)%#��������

4HIS�UNIT�HAS�RECEIVED�AN�!�!�RATING�ACCORDING�TO�THE�"�(�3�PROTOCOL�AND�IS�hRECOMMENDED�FOR�HOME�USE�v�4HIS�IS�
THE�HIGHEST�GRADING�AVAILABLE�FOR�BLOOD�PRESSURE�MONITORS��0LEASE�SEE�THE�"�(�3�WEBSITE�AT�WWW�BHSOC�ORG�

0RODUCT�USING�THE�IDENTICAL�MEASUREMENT�ALGORITHM�WAS�TESTED�BY�UNAFlLIATED�RESEARCHERS�USING�"�(�3��STUDY�
PROTOCOL��2ESULTS�ON�lLE�AND�AVAILABLE�UPON�REQUEST�

9. Technical Specifications
Weight:�� �����G��WITH�BATTERIES	
Size:�� ���MM��7	�X����MM��,	�X���MM��(	
Storage temperature:�� ��ª#�TO���ª#����ª&�TO����ª&
Humidity:�� ���TO�����RELATIVE�HUMIDITY�MAXIMUM
Operation temperature:�� ��ª#�TO���ª#�����ª&�TO����ª&
Display:�� ,#$$ISPLAY��,IQUID�#RYSTAL�$ISPLAY	



Measuring method:  Oscillometric
Pressure sensor:  Capacitive
Measuring range:
SYS/DIA:�� ���TO�����MM(G
Pulse:  40 to 200 beats per minute
Cuff pressure display range:�� ��TO�����MM(G
Memory:  Automatically stores the last 120 measurements or 2 users (total 240)
Measuring resolution:  1 mmHg
Accuracy:�� 0RESSURE�WITHIN�¢���MM(G
� 0ULSE�¢����OF�THE�READING
Power source:�� ��!!�BATTERIES�����6
� !#�ADAPTER��6�$#�����M!
Accessories:�� 7IDE�RANGE�CUFF�FOR�ARM�CIRCUMFERENCE������CM

Technical alterations reserved

Read the instruction manual carefully before using this device, especially the safety instructions, and keep 
the instruction manual for future use.

Type BF applied part

Batteries and electronic devices must be disposed of in accordance with the locally applicable regulations, 
not with domestic waste.

)0����0ROTECTED�AGAINST�SOLID�FOREIGN�PARTICLES�WITH�A�DIAMETER�OF�MORE�THAN������MM��NO�PROTECTION�AGAINST�
water.


